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1

Getting started
Welcome all new den builders!
Building dens is really easy when you know how. It doesn’t cost
lots of money – you can use items that are readily available
around your house (check with grown-ups first though – they
can become quite grumpy if you cut up their best duvet cover to
make a roof for your den!).
You can create dens on your own or with groups of friends.
Grown-ups will be desperate to get involved – it’s up to you
if you let them join in or not. (Sometimes they can be really
helpful!)
So what is a den? It’s a space that is separate, a space that you
create for yourself, a space where you can use your imagination, a
space where you and your friends can play and be creative. It can
be fixed or transportable, huge or miniature, indoors or outdoors
– basically it can be anything that YOU want it to be.
Where could you create a den? Wander around your home to
begin with and make a list in your sketchbook (see Project 1 for a
description of how to make one) of all the great places you could
build a den. How about underneath the stairs or the kitchen
table? In the corner of your bedroom or behind the sofa?
The next step is to begin collecting den-making materials (the
resources section has ideas to get you started). You will find lots
of ideas in this book about what to use, how to fasten everything
together as well as how to stay safe.
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Project 2

Castle den
YOU NEED
Large cardboard box
Scissors (or a grown-up with a craft knife)
Thick marker pen
Ball of string
Something to make a hole with

Take a large cardboard box and remove the lid section. Mark and
cut out the turrets along the top of the box.

REMEMBER
If you are using
a sharp cutting
tool you must
get a grown-up
to help you.
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cardboard box dens
Now cut out two slits for windows.
Remember, you only need thin slits
in your castle as these were used by
archers to fire arrows through, which
is why they were so narrow!

Next, cut out a door shape but make sure that you leave it
fastened at the bottom – this will be your drawbridge. Make two
holes in the wall of the box and two in your door. Thread your
string through and tie a knot at each end.
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Finally, decorate the walls of your castle with your marker pen.
What sort of stones do you think would be used to build a castle?

Will your castle have a moat? A flag? Extra
towers? A warning sign for intruders?
And where will you position your castle
so that it will be easy to defend from
attackers?
Could you use the leftover cardboard to
make costumes, crowns or swords that you
can decorate?
How could you and your friends make an
even bigger castle next time?
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So what is a den?
It’s a space that you create for yourself,
a space where you can use your imagination,
a space where you and your friends can play
and be creative.

Building dens is really easy when you know
how. It doesn’t cost lots of money – you can
use items that are readily available around your
house – but you can have hours of fun. Really,
a den can be anything that you want it to be …

“Not just a how-to book, not just a set of projects for a rainy day; it’s a
starting place for a lifetime of exploration and ideas, creativity and fun.”
Leah Moore, writer

“I love the way it is written specifically for children, young people and the
young at heart!”
Jan Carlyle, director, Autumn Live
“A sumptuous book, oozing with imaginative ideas and inspiration for den
building for all ages.”
Leigh Chalmers, nursery manager and parent

“A must for homes and classrooms. With an abundance of great photos, this
book is easy to dip into and will always spark ideas. Let’s get den building!”
Lisa Lillywhite, The Smart Happy Project
Cathy Cross trained in theatre design and loves being
creative and making things. Cathy is now a professional
den maker and runs workshops all over the UK and in
international schools across the world! She devised the
projects in this book.
Jane Hewitt was a teacher for 30 years. Jane still
loves learning, discovering new ideas and photography
and is rarely found without a camera around her neck!
She took the photos in this book.
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“I really love this book! … It’s colourful, it has a great layout and most
importantly inspires you to make things.”
Michelle Clarke-Stables, artist

creating imaginative spaces
using almost anything

Are you ready to get den building?
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